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Promotions Status Sheet 
Background:  There are few things in Judo more charged than rank promotions. At their best rank 

promotions serve as public recognition for learning, performance, and growth in Judo. At their worst, 

they can become a means of exerting power over others or turning a quick buck with little regard to 

actual progress. Rank is necessary for recognition, qualification to teach, and as a means of managing 

risks when judoka of different clubs meet to compete. 

DC Judo is a part of the United States Judo Federation and its regional body, Shufu Yudanshakai. As a 

member organization, DC Judo gains the authority to promote senior students up to Yonkyu rank and 

Junior students up to Sankyu. Higher level promotions currently require examination at a semi-annual 

regional promotion event. 

Sensei Terence has served for 5 years at the Shufu Rank Registration Chair. As chair, he has been 

responsible for processing all dan grade promotions through the National office. He remains involved 

with Shufu’s rank promotion process and has been involved in the consideration of changes to the 

process and the rank standards. 

Strengths: 

USJF is the oldest national level rank granting authority in the United States. Shufu is one of its earliest 

yudanshakai. Shufu developed the rank standards that were subsequently adopted by the national 

organization. Shufu’s Board of Examiners has 25 trained examiners ranked 4th dan or above. It has a 

well-documented, well-rounded set of standards that have been maintained and revised for more than 

25 years. These standards have their roots in the Kodokan curriculum and reflect traditional Judo 

methods. 

Leveraging this legacy and history, DC Judo has adopted the same standards for promotion as the 

yudanshakai. We have developed the capacity to run in club promotions as well as regional promotions 

on behalf of Shufu. DC Judo remains at the core of processing promotion information even at events we 

do not host. 

Weaknesses: 

As many of the most senior senseis have passed away, some traditional ideas about promotion 

standards have been challenged. Teachers who came up in Judo prior to Judo’s participation in the 

Olympics saw Judo development differently than those whose careers have spanned the sport Judo era 

that began in earnest in 1972. Increasingly, a focus on sport judo competition has shifted expectations. 

Some see match- and medal-winning as the main purpose of Judo and have moved promotion standards 

in the that direction. Shufu is currently undergoing a discussion of changes to standards and processes 

with an uncertain outcome. 

Some of Shufu’s standards assume a Judo environment that no longer exists. Earning competition points 

occurred at a different pace when there was a local shiai each month. It has become increasingly 

difficult to meet many of the brown belt rank standards without significant travel to far off 

competitions. 

Similarly, Shufu’s standards reflect a pace of promotion that assumes quarterly promotion events but 

the events are held semi-annually. 
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While DC Judo has the capacity to organize and administer rank examinations at all levels, we have 

limited authority to grant ranks. Therefore, we remain in a tangled relationship of interdependence with 

Shufu. 

Opportunities: 

Potential changes to Shufu rank standards and processes may grant DC Judo additional authority to 

grant ranks. These changes could provide improved opportunities to evaluate candidates without 

reference to Shufu. 

DC Judo could choose to affiliate with a different national level Judo organization (like USA Judo or 

United States Judo Association) and make a complete change to promotion processes, timings and 

procedures. 

DC Judo could consider professionalizing the rank promotion support services and provide them as a 

service to Shufu, other yudanshakai, or the National level organizations. 

We may be able to leverage aspects of the standards of the different organizations to create a well-

designed, integrated set of standards and procedures. It may be that our standards could affect 

decisions at other organizations. 

Threats: 

Uncertainty about Shufu’s future course could disturb rank development within DC Judo. A radical 

change to rank standards could change time in grade requirements that might negatively affect some DC 

Judoka. (There is little chance that a change in Shufu standards would affect technical proficiency for DC 

Judoka.) 

A change in affiliation could equally cause changes to our promotions standards and processes. The 

other national organizations have remarkably different processes and requirements. 

A decision to decline affiliation with any national organization would negatively impact the acceptance 

of a potential DC Judo granted rank. 


